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Conduction Threshold and Pinning Frequency of Magnetically Induced Wigner Solid
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The 2D quantum system of electrons at a CJaAs/CJaA1As heterojunction in high magnetic field at low
temperature is shown to exhibit conduction typical of pinned charge-density waves. Crossover from
Ohmic conduction occurs on the same boundary at which radio-frequency resonances signal the onset of
transverse elasticity. A further small non-Ohmic region is isolated from the main area by a v=

&

quantum-Hall-eA'ect phase. The relationship found between the threshold conduction field and the reso-
nance frequency is well accounted for by a model of a pinned electron crystal.

PACS numbers: 73.40.Kp, 64.70.Dv, 71.45.Lr, 73.20.Mf

Wigner predicted that upon lowering the density of an
ideal quantum electron liquid it should crystallize be-
cause quantum fluctuation effects diminish more rapidly
than Coulomb correlation. Real systems are also sub-
jected to static fluctuations from the environment which
must then be kept small with respect to the Coulomb in-
teraction. This requirement puts a lower bound on the
density for a given degree of perfection. The best reali-
zation to date is the two-dimensional (2D) electron sys-
tem at modulation-doped GaAs/GaA1As heterojunctions
where this bound is —100 times the Wigner critical den-
sity. The cost of quantum fluctuations can be reduced by
confining the zero-point motion to cyclotron orbits by
means of a perpendicular magnetic field B. Then, as the
orbit width l, = (I't /ec8) 'I approaches the mean in-
terelectron distance, Coulomb correlation becomes im-
portant, leading first to fractional-quantum-Hall-effect
(FQHE) states and ultimately to crystalline ordering of
the orbit centers. Minimal conditions are that the tem-
perature be lower than the classical melting temperature
T „' and that the field be higher than that required for
some critical Landau-level filling factor v= v, ((1.' In
fact, in the high-density limit, the state of the system
should be a function of only the reduced variables
t =T/T, and v. This provides a convenient test that a
phenomenon is intrinsic. An extrinsic disorder field
reduces electron order, first by breaking a crystal into
domains and, if too strong, by destroying the (v, t) uni-
versality.

The solid differs from the liquid by its elastic response
to shear, leading to transverse phonons and an inability
to flow around obstacles. The liquid-solid transition was
therefore identified by resonances in the radio-frequency
(rf) absorption spectrum arising from magnetotransverse
phonons whose appearance gave a phase diagram

showing the above-mentioned universality (the t 0
critical filling factor v, =0.192), but whose frequencies
were sample dependent. This latter feature was thought
to arise from domain formation in the electron crystal.
Another experiment showed that conventional magne-
toresistivity data could be fitted by an Arrhenius form
with a characteristic temperature which shows a break in

slope with field, taken to indicate v, . As for the flow

properties of the new phase, hints of nonlinearity have
only just been recognized. "' The present experiments go
beyond this work by demonstrating clearly that the new
phase has a well-marked threshold in driving field,
separating insulating from conducting behavior, which is
quantitatively related to the magnetophonon spectrum.
We show how an electron crystal pinned by a random
field links the two types of observations.

The measurements were made on two modulation-
doped heterojunctions: Sample I has a superlattice-
protected buAer, a 160-nm undoped GaAlAs spacer, and
a 200-nm volume-doped Si donor region, while sample
II, used in the simultaneous threshold and rf experi-
ments, is double delta doped with a first spacer of 100
nm and a second one of 180 nm. '

Sample I was investigated both as-cooled and after
preparation by brief illumination with a red light-
emitting diode which increases its density n, from —4
x10' to -9x10' cm, its mobility from -4x10 to
—9x 10 cm V

—l s
—

1 and greatly improves the contrast
of the magnetoresistivity features (Fig. 1). These con-
ventional four-point ac current-source measurements at
T =35 mK (t =0.07) show deep minima in the diagonal
resistivity p at v= 9 and &, accompanied by plateaus
in the Hall resistivity p„~, on either side of an abnormal-
ly high maximum. The p„„minima at v= l'l and 7

disappear above T =50 mK (t =0.1).
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FIG. 1. Diagonal magnetoresistivity p, measured by a
four-point, 7-Hz, current-source technique for sample I at 35
mK after illumination.
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Flow response is contained in the current-voltage
(I V) char-acteristic, obtained by applying a slowly
swept ( & 200 s) voltage U to one end of the sample and
measuring the current i through the other; this avoids
problems with very low conductances when using
separate voltage probes. Because the Hall voltage and
any contact threshold V, reduce the potential drop, the
observed i (U) is i =1(U —V, Ri ), whe—re 1(V) is the
basic I-V characteristic and R is the sum of the Hall,
lead (=50 K 0), and diA'erential contact resistances.
By using current-biased contact pairs, we found correc-
tions from V, to be less than 1 mV. Threshold voltages
VT are derived by extrapolating i 0 to eliminate Ri;
our protocol is to extrapolate the linear high-U asymp-
tote to the V axis, except where hysteresis and sometimes
temporal current switching appears (v( —,', , t & 0.15),
when we take VT to be the lowest value at which a
current jump occurs. Some data for sample I illuminat-
ed are shown in Fig. 2.

Threshold voltages are shown in Fig. 3. Extrapolation
to vanishing threshold gives points in the (v, t) plane
which map out the boundaries of three distinct regions,
L, S~, and Sz (Fig. 4). The L-S~ boundary, determined
for two very diA'erent densities, is universal in (v, t) and
coincides with the boundary determined from the ap-
pearance of rf resonances (see also Fig. 5); the region
S2, sandwiched between v =

9 and 5, was only clearly
discernible for sample I illuminated.

The nonlinear I Vcharacterist-ic approximates I(V)
CX:sinh(constx V/T) for V«VT [Fig. 2(c)], whose form
is discussed below, and a linear form for V)) VT. '' The
ratio of diff'erential resistances at V=O and at V& VT
can exceed 10 at low temperatures. This implies that if
a FQHE liquid does coexist with the insulating phase, as
the v= ~'~ and 7 dips of Fig. 1 might suggest, its con-
centration is insufficient for percolation. Figure 3 sug-
gests that it may reflect instead an anomaly in the
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threshold field. With such I- V characteristics, care
should be taken in interpreting usual R,„=V(I)/I
current-source transport data, for it becomes sensitive to
source current.

A single-electron energy 8'~ =eETa constructed from
the measured threshold field FT and a =(trn, ) '/ gives
1 mK for 30 mVcm ': This threshold is visible at 100
mK, however, and so the effect must be collective. The
sharp threshold, the hysteresis, and the switching phe-
nomena are characteristic of pinned charge-density
waves (CDW). ' Like classic CDW systems, a 2D
periodic configuration is unstable to domain formation in
a random field:' In the weak-pinning limit, the energy
gained by domains settling into potential fluctuations is
opposed by their elastic strain, and the net pinning ener-

gy per domain is Sp p Ka, where K is the shear
modulus. These crystallite regions of average ND elec-
trons and size LD can only be pulled away when the elec-
tric force per domain exceeds =Ka, so the threshold

APPLIED POTENTIAL [mV] APPLIED POTENTIAL [mV]

FIG. 2. (a) i (U) characteristic at T =36 ~ 4 mK and
B =15, 17.25, 18.2, 19.25, and 22 T for curves a, b, c, d, and e.
(b) i(U) at 8 =25.5 T and T=40, 104, 132, and 192 mK for
curves f, g, h, and j. (c) log(i) vs U for data labeled g. The
dotted line is i =iosinh(NoeEa/T) with No =55, F. =U/(0. 15
cm) and T=104 mK. All data are for sample I illuminated.
The reduced parameters (v, t) for each curve are identified in

the inset. Hysteresis is visible for curve e and current switch-
ing for curve f
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FIG. 3. Threshold potentials VT for sample I illuminated ex-
tracted from curves as in Fig. 2. The field Er =Vr/(0. 15 cm).
The inset is an enlargement.

In the framework of a naive CDW-inspired "wash-
board" model, domain motion is represented by a mass
NDm* (m* is electron eAective mass) of charge Noe in

a sinusoidal electron lattice-periodic potential of ampli-
tude NDeETa/tr in driving field E. In this model, in-
dependent domain motion would produce a current

I(E) cx: sinh(NDeEa/T)exp —(2NDeETa/trT)

for E«ET. This form fits the experiments quite well

[Fig. 2(c)I with 50 & ND & 100. '

The pinning creates a restoring force with respect to
the host milieu. This gives rise to a local mode' of
shear origin which introduces a gap into the nominally
gapless phonon excitation branch. In the absence of
mode coupling by the Lorentz force, this pinning gap
would have a frequency fg characteristic of a shear mode
of domain-size wavelength, expressible directly in terms
of ET by Eq. (1):

Nn =Ka/eET fg =(K/n, m*) ' /2LD=(eET/4am*) ' (2)

in which the proportionality factor is model dependent.
For strong pinning, we expect a similar relation with a
diA'erent factor on the grounds that in two dimensions,
unlike one, the system can go around a strongly pinned
electron by shearing bonds. Both K and ND contribute
to variation in ET, but if we consider the upper bound to
K to be its classical value, Eq. (1) gives ND & 500 for
ET =250 mVcm ' (curve g in Fig. 2).

The magnetophonon frequency f , still pr-oportional to
the shear modulus, now involves both the exciting field
wavelength ) and the domain size LD'. If X»LD, the
shear response is probed on the length scale set by the
domains and the transverse frequency f (Xt) fg. How-
ever, the compressional response is dominated by the
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FIG. 4. Phase diagram in reduced variables (v, t) construct-
ed from points (B,T) at which a conduction threshold appears.
Open circles: as-cooled sample I, n, =3.8 x 10 ' cm ', open
squares and triangles: sample I after illumination, n, =9x10'
cm . Dotted lines indicate limits of scatter for the appear-
ance of magnetophonon resonances in previous experiments
(Refs. 2-4) using a wide variety of samples with
3.5x10' (n., & 12x10' cm . Dashed lines are guides to
the eye. The L-SI boundary extrapolates to v, =0.193 ~ 0.003
(t 0) and t, =0.85 ~0.2 (v 0).

FIG. 5. (a) Examples of electron absorption spectra in re-
gions L and SI from a 16-pm periodicity rf field. The sharp
modulating structure is instrumental. (b) Observed frequency
f,b, (open circles) of the lowest absorption line and simultane-
ously measured conduction threshold field Er (open triangles)
vs magnetic field 8 (c) Observed frequency com. pared to that
calculated from Er and B using Eq. (3). Observations on sam-
ple II at T=40 mK, n, =7.0x10' cm and mobility —10
cm V 's
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long-range Coulomb force and the longitudinal frequen-
cy ft(&)—f,i(&) =(n, e /em*7)' of free plasmons.
Consequently,

f =f—(&)ft(k) /f, =f f,) (7 )/f, cr E ''/'/B, (3)

' T„„=e /eal „„where I „,= 127, e =13, and a = (trn, )
Filling factor v=n, hc/eB =2l,i/a (cgs Gaussian units).

E. Y. Andrei, G. Deville, D. C. Glattli, F. I. B. Williams, E.

where f, =eB/2trm*c is the cyclotron frequency. Figure
5 shows how this expression, with X equal to the basic
period ko=16 pm of the exciting field, relates simul
taneously measured values of the resonance frequency

f,t„ to the threshold field ET for sample II. The func-
tional dependence f,q, ~ET' '/B holds over a factor of 20
in FT., the proportionality factor differs by —40%, but
better agreement would be fortuitous for such estimates.
We must now understand an isolated, "singlet, " absorp-
tion as the first of a series of wider spacing arising
from a larger gap fs. Indeed, the as-cooled type-I sam-

ple showing a 1.7-6Hz singlet revealed another line at
2.45 6Hz and illumination transformed this spectrum
into a narrow line multiplet at lower frequency. '

The sharpness of the conduction threshold, the univer-

sality in reduced variables (v, t) of its onset point, com-
mon with the appearance of the magnetophonon spec-
trum, as well as the quantitative relation between the
two measurements can all be understood in terms of a

pinned electron crystal.
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